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Abstract. This study examines the role of context in evaluating responses to
social media posts online. Current sentiment analysis tools evaluate the content
of posts without considering the broader context that the post comes from. Ut ilizing data from an in-person study, we examine differences between perceived
sentiment evaluation when social media response posts are viewed in isolation
and perceived sentiment evaluation when social media responses are viewed in
the context of the original post. We find that evaluations of responses viewed
in context change over 50% of the time. We validate this finding by utilizing
simulated data to show the result is not simply a result of dat a manipulation or
noisy data; furthermore, we explore results of this finding with current sent iment analysis tools, examining this result with subsets of our data with high
and low kappa values.
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Introduction

Traditional approaches to sentiment analysis have three problems: the approaches
were originally developed to analy ze larger bodies of text , they ignore the social context of social media, and they are primarily focused on only one dimension of sentiment. As social med ia text can be extremely short, and due to the expense associated
with obtaining labeled data necessary to train mach ine learnin g algorith ms, most approaches to sentiment analysis today rely on extensive lexicons with the goal of having some text match words that we know map to generally positive or negative sent iment [1]-[3].
Most approaches to sentiment analysis in social media focus exclusively on the
content of the message, ignoring the metadata and subsequent social context that the
message comes out of [4]-[7]. For examp le, a user posting she is ill will receive pos itive, supportive posts on social med ia. Analy zing the social network associated with
the flow o f those messages would result in an incorrect ly classified positive association with that sickness. While so me analyses of social network sentiment incorporate
analysis of a user’s social media ties, these studies rely on aggregated posts and do not
consider indiv idual responses to news, topics, or events [8] [9].
Finally, sentiment is typically analyzed along a single dimension: positive and negative, with a minority of research considering objectiv ity [4] [10]. However, there

are other d imensions to emotions, informed by cultures, which affect how indiv iduals
respond to events. Affect control theory (ACT) formalizes the way that individuals
respond to events by classifying evaluation, potency, and action, allowing for cross cultural co mparisons of events [11], [12] [13]. Evaluation is the most similar dimension to most sentiment tools today: it is a spectrum fro m unpleasant and negative to
pleasant and positive. Power reflects the social and external relations individuals
have, going fro m weak and powerless to strong and powerful. Activity, in c ontrast to
power, reflects internal relat ionships to emotion, going fro m unexciting and inactive
to exciting and active. In this study, we utilize a recent dictionary consisting of over
2,000 terms to populate lexicons to identify messages along potency an d activity[14].
The paper seeks to explore three key areas: how affect control theory can inform
sentiment analysis, how indiv iduals perceive messages seen without context differen tly fro m messages with context, and finally, the imp lications of context fo r existing
tools. We examine the impact of context along all three dimensions of affect control
theory, compare evaluations of messages with and without context, and co mpare individual ratings with automated scores given by sentiment analysis tools.
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Data

We utilize a subset of a study where 96 indiv iduals collect ively rated 5,780 Twitter
posts [15]. In the broader study, individuals were g iven a brief 5-minute train ing on
the three dimensions of ACT, wh ich can be viewed in the technical report [15]. Individuals then each rated 120 Twitter posts three times, once for each dimension of
ACT. The 120 Twitter posts evaluated fall into four categories: A) individual Twitter
posts, B) responses to Twitter posts, C) the orig inal post that response posts were
made to, and D) the same responses seen in category B) – presented this time with the
context of the original post. This paper focuses on the changes in response that ind ividuals had from rat ing category B) tweets to category D) tweets .
Each set of 120 Twitter posts were evaluated twice. We only considered Twitter
conversations where the original post was not a response itself. To ensure a broad
diversity of topics, we chose Twitter posts from four broad areas, as outlined in the
table below.
Table 1. Topic categories for data used.

Dates
Sample
Keywords
Number
Posts

of

Nuclear

Arab S pring

General

Haiyan

Sep 2014 –
Oct 2014
Nuclear proliferat ion,
uranium

Oct 2009-Nov
2013

Sep 2013 –
Aug 2014

Nov 2013 –
Dec 2013
Haiyan, Typhoon
Yo landa

720

720

Tahrir Square,
Arab Spring

n/a
720

720

For “General” posts we randomly selected English -language posts from the
“Gardenhose”, or 10% of the total Twitter firehose, so we did not utilize key words to
select the topics.
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Comparing responses with and without context

We first exp lore the data by displaying the distribution of ratings across message categories. We then perform a deeper dive into the different topics making up the dataset
and show that we see the same behavior in changed evaluations across all topics. Th is
allo ws us to make generalizat ions about the data as a whole and not limited to a subset
of our data.
In the histograms below we plot the overall rat ings that individuals recorded. Ratings are on a five point Likert scale fro m negative to positive for Evaluat ion, weak to
strong for Power, and active to passive for Activity. We see that within Po wer and
Activity, the overall profile of responses is consistent whether the post is the original
post, the response, or the response viewed with context. The most variation appears
to be within Evaluation, wh ich sees slightly more negative posts in responses.

Fig. 1. Histogram of responses across ACT dimensions and post category.

There is some minor variation across topic categories, but there is significant robustness when comparing differences in the evaluation of responses with and without
context.

Fig. 2. Difference in evaluation ratings of responses with and without context

We see that in all four categories, we see substantially similar distributions of differences in evaluation across the four categories. The largest bin of changes across all
four topics is no change. There is a slightly larger nu mber of indiv iduals changing
their evaluations to more negative in Arab Spring tweets.
In repeating this analysis for the other two dimensions of A CT, we see a similar
pattern unfold – that regardless of the source of the data, there is a significant amount
of change occurring across all three dimensions of Affect Control Theory. We now
describe these changes more quantitatively and show that a similar analysis on simulated data does not yield the same result.
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Features of responses with context

While the histograms give the appearance that the most common change in ratings
after seeing context is no change - half the time, individuals are, in fact, changing
their ratings. 46% of Evaluations were changed upon seeing context, 50% of Potency
ratings were changed, and 52% o f Activity rat ings were changed.

Table 2. Table of features of changed ratings. Changed Total and Changed Valence
percentages are based on all responses; other percentages are based on the number of responses
that changed valence.

Evaluati on
1,329 (46%)

Potency
1,439 (50%)

Acti vi ty
1497 (52%)

Changed Valence

905 (31%)

1140 (40%)

1138 (40%)

Changed to Neutral

316 (35%)

391 (34%)

360 (32%)

Changed
Pos./Str./Act.

341 (38%)

430 (38%)

375 (33%)

267 (30%)

329 (29%)

419 (37%)

Changed Total

to

Changed
to
Neg./Weak/Pas.

In fact, at least 30% of post ratings changed valence after seeing context – 40% for
Potency and Activity ratings. Since all rat ings were made on a five point Likert scale,
we considered all ratings to be one of 3 valences: Negative, Neutral, or Positive for
Evaluation; Weak, Neutral or Strong for Potency; and Passive, Neutral, o r Active for
Activity.
We find that of the posts which changed valence, changes were made relat ively
uniformly – to either positive/strong/active, neutral, or negative/weak/passive – in
overall similar nu mbers, with about one third of the posts that changed valence going
to each category.
We investigated whether viewing context made it mo re likely to make a post be
perceived as being more extreme or whether it largely attenuated ratings. Of posts that
changed ratings, 22%, 18%, and 23% of ratings respectively for Evaluation, Potency,
and Activity changed to extreme positions. It appears that it is more likely to attenuate an overall rating – while there are larger nu mbers of neutral ratings in general, a
larger proportion of those posts that changed valence across all dimensions of A CT
changed to neutral as opposed to changing to a mo re “ext reme” position on the Likert
scale.
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Validation

To validate these findings, we created two simulated datasets with similar summary
properties as our data to highlight how the results we obtain are not simply due to data
man ipulation. Two simulated datasets were used because of uncertainty in the underlying distribution of responses. Each simu lated dataset replicates one third of the
responses for a given topic area, so there are 12 paired sets of 90 draws.
The first simulated dataset is drawn fro m a bino mial distribution with four draws
and a probability of success of 50%. The second simulated dataset is drawn fro m a
mu ltino mial d istribution with five bins with probabilities matching the distribution of
categories in the Evaluative dataset. As in the original experiment, where we had two

individuals evaluate the same data, we ensured our data had a similar Cohen’s kappa
of 0.60 by duplicating this data and randomly replacing half o f the simulated data.
Table 3. Table of summary statistics comparing binomial and multinomial simulated data

1 st Quartile
Median
Mean
3 rd Quartile
Std. Dev.

Eval
2
3
2.8
4
1.1

Potency
2
3
3.1
4
1.1

Acti vi ty
2
3
3.2
4
1.2

Binom.
2
3
3.0
4
0.98

Multi.
2
3
2.9
4
1.1

Fig. 3. Distribution of kappas across topic areas and for simulated data; ‘Sim_B’ indicates data
drawn from the binomial distribution, ‘Sim_M ’ indicates data drawn from the multinomial
distribution.

Fig. 4. Histogram of binomial and multinomial simulated data sets.

We find that when comparing our simu lated data with difference ratings seen with
and without context, the simulated data has a considerably larger variance. In addi-

tion to this larger variance, significantly more respondents choose not to change their
rating when co mpared with our rando mly generated data.

Fig. 5. Histogram of difference in evaluation ratings for Arab Spring contrasted with difference
in ratings taken from simulated data.

These results show that a key finding of our study – that about 50% of all ratings
change after re-evaluating the message with context – is not simp ly an artifact of data
man ipulation.
Table 4. Table of difference statistics, compared with binomial and multinomial simulated data.

Mean
Variance
Mean number
of ‘no change’
ratings across
topic areas
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Eval.
0.10
0.94
388

Pot.
0.04
1.3
360

Act.
0.02
1.5
346

Binom.
0.03
1.7
217

Multi.
-0.13
2.4
196

Implications for current tools

We evaluated the implications of these findings for cu rrent sentiment analysis tools in
use. We used VADER [16], as well as the most recent ACT lexicon [14] and the
CASOS Universal Thesaurus to create a simple sentiment analysis tool that matched
n-gram expressions within the Twitter messages – all dictionary methods that are the
current standard approach for sentiment analysis tools due to the problem of sparse
training data given the short length of Twitter messages [3].
We found through sensitivity analysis that changing the window of what was co nsidered a “neutral” message to being a score from ( -0.1,0.1), to (-0.05, 0.05), to (-0.01,

0.01) did not significantly change overall accuracy rates of the sentiment analysis
tools used. We set 0.05 as the window for neutral messages for both of the following
tables.
Table 5. Sentiment Analysis Tool M atching Rates for Evaluation with neutral score window of
0.05

Original Message
Response
Response with Context

VADER
51%
52%

Uni versal Thesaurus
35%
33%

ACT
39%
34%

35%

35%

50%

Table 6. Sentiment Analysis M atch rates for Power and Activity using ACT Lexicon, neutral
score window of 0.05

Power
39%
37%
38%

Original Message
Response
Response with Context

Acti vi ty
34%
29%
29%

We see that overall sentiment analysis tool ratings appear to match response ratings –
as well as original message ratings – at relat ively low rates. While our data shows
that individuals do change their perceptions of social media messages once they view
the message in context, it is harder to draw a connection between automated evalu ations of sentiment and what these perceptions are. Future work should further exa mine the role of size of neutral-rated messages and see if this significantly impacts
overall accuracy ratings of sentiment miners.
We take a closer look at match ratings by identifying datasets that had high kappa
and datasets that had low kappa. We isolated the ten highest and ten lowest kappa
ratings for each axis of ACT; in taking our study, raters had different agreement rates
for each axis. All subsets incorporated datasets from each topic group. The table b elow shows the ranges of the kappas for the data analyzed.
Table 7. Ranges of 10 highest and 10 lowest weighted kap pas for each ACT axis.

Low

Evaluation
High

-0.023-0.37

0.66-0.75

Potency

Activity

Low

High

Low

High

-0.33-0.007

0.33-0.49

-0.13-0.042

0.27-0.34

While we would expect a higher match rate for the subset with higher kappas , we find
that overall match rates are identical to the overall population. These rates are not
significantly imp roved by looking at the average rating provided by both raters; additionally, they do not change significantly looking at other dimensions of ACT.

Table 8. M atch rates for Evaluation tools, contrasting 10 highest and 10 lowest kappa datasets

Original Message
Response
Response w/ Context
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Highest Kappas
VA DER
UT
47%
36%
42%
41%
40%
44%

ACT
35%
42%
40%

Lowest Kappas
VA DER
UT
46%
38%
47%
34%
47%
33%

ACT
38%
32%
34%

Discussion

Social media is a dynamic co mmun ication mediu m – useful for a variety of policy
applications, fro m tracking extremist groups to guiding soft power efforts internatio nally to raising social awareness . Social media messages are inherently social – they
are messages that are meant to be shared and disseminated across platforms. In this
study, we have limited our analysis to short conversation snippets on Twitter, and we
have only examined the text messages contained in those social media posts. Ho we ver, many platfo rms also allow embedding more dynamic med ia – fro m GIFs to memes
to YouTube videos.
Understanding social contagion and the dynamics of social movements requires
understanding the context that these movements come out of. Messages are always
viewed in context : for examp le, a popular online hashtag, #NetflixAnd Chill, while
sounding innocuous, refers to a casual sexual encounter – and quickly served as a
shibboleth for ‘hip ’ internet users. Understanding the context surrounding the hashtag
requires readers to be aware of considerably mo re than the current 140 characters
Twitter allo ws in messages. If we are going to quantitatively assess these movements
and understand how this change is proliferat ing across social media, we need to d evelop better tools that can capture and reflect the ratings of indiv iduals reading and
responding to these messages.
The implications of this finding on measuring soft power sentiment: addit ional
structural considerations need to be taken when measuring and observing online discussion of topics. While it is useful to aggregate and distinguish social media posts
by their immed iate sentiment, additional consideration must be taken to couch posts
in the structure of online conversation. If there are several unique posts about a topic,
it is going to be more informative to do an analysis of the original posts instead of
simp ly analyzing and aggregating responses to the posts, many of which may be a
simp le endorsement of the original message. While different social media platforms
are able to provide different levels of access to their underlying social network stru cture, future researchers utilizing social media should try and utilize and incorporate
that structure into their sentiment analysis and overall assessment of the platform.
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